We o er a counterexample to a conjecture concerning the permanent of positive semide nite matrices. The counterexample is a × complex correlation matrix.
Introduction
In [1] , the author has collected many open problems concerning the permanent of n × n matrices. 
De nition. Let A = (a ij
Note that the permanent of a positive semide nite matrix is always a non-negative real number (a consequence of [2, Theorem 2.5]), so the above inequality is well-de ned.
We o er the following counterexample, demonstrating that the Drury permanent conjecture fails when n ≥ .
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The counterexample
Example. Let A =      − . + . i . − . i − . − . i − . − . i . + . i . + . i . + . i . − . i . − . i − . + . i . − . i . + . i      . Then (a perB) + n k= |a k | perB k− k− ≈ . > . ≈ (perA) .
Final remarks
As discussed in [1] , any matrices that satisfy the Drury permanent conjecture must also satisfy the famous Chollet conjecture, the veracity of which is currently unknown.
Conjecture ([3], Chollet conjecture). Let A and B be n × n positive semi-de nite matrices. Then per(A • B) ≤ (perA)(perB),
in which A • B = (a ij b ij ) denotes the Hadamard product.
As shown in [1] , it is su cient to prove the inequality for only the cases where B = A. We note that for the matrix in our example, per(A • A) ≈ . ≤ . ≈ (perA) = (perA)(perA), which is consistent with the Chollet conjecture.
It is unknown whether the Drury permanent conjecture holds for all real positive semi-de nite matrices. This is an open problem worth pursuing, as this would imply the real case of the Chollet conjecture.
